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SOME REMARKS CONCERNING THE 
BOTT-SMITH INEQUALITIES FOR DEPTH DETERMINATIONS OF 

GRAVITATING BODIES 

BY 

D. J. MORSE* 

ABSTRACT 

The Bott-Smith inequalities were originally formulated to obtain the limiting 
depths to the tom of mavitating bodies of arbitrary shaw. In each case the 

.~~~ 
reliable de&h estimates that have real sienikcance. 

~~~ _~~~~I 
1”~ ord&to%& answer 

me Bott-smith relations computed on a theoretical basis. 

METHOD 

Four of the Bott-Smith inequalities (1) were investigated and the 
particular notation used to distinguish them was: 

For Z-Dimensional Bodies For 3-Dimensional Bodies 

D2 < 2 D3 < 1.5 g, 

dgx dgx 
Tic- - 

dx 

D4 < 3fi gmax 
8d 

FT 
D9 < g. &llax 

dx max 

For the 2-D case a horizontal cylinder and a horizontal half plate were 
used and for the 3-D case a sphere and a circular disc were used. These 
models were chosen because their gravity expressions are relatively 
simple and one might think that the above inequalities would work best 
on such simple models. 

The expressions for the anomalous gravity effect of these four models 
have been derived by Nettleton (2) and (3). The theoretical expres- 
sion for the gradient of each curve was obtained by differentiation. The 
maximum value of the gradient was then obtained by further differentia- 
tion to find the value of x at which the gradient was a maximum, and 
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this was substituted in the expression for the gradient to give 

A summary of these results is given in Appendix I, and the expressions 
are such that g is given in milligals and all distances are in kilofeet. 

Simple programs were written to calculate these values for the four 
models at various depths and the Bott-Smith depth estimates were ob- 
tained. 

RESULTS 
(a) For the sphere and the circuZa~ disc the D9 formula gave the depth 

to the centre of these bodies exactly. 
(b) For the cylinder the D4 formula gave the depth to the centre of this 

body exactly. 
(c) For the sphere, circular disc and cylinder the following was noted: 

-When F = 1, the D2 or D3 formulas gave the depth to the centre; 

-When 0.7 < g < 1.6 the D2 or D3 formulas gave the depth to the 

centre to within 107; error. 
These can be summarized with the following diagram: 

D2 or D3 
Depth estimate 

0.7 1.0 1.6 + 

FIG. 1. 
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Cdl For the horizontal half plate all the depth estimates obtained were 
too large to be of real value. 

DISCUSSION 

In deriving the expression for the gravity anomaly of a sphere we 
make use of a result of potential theory, namely that the external effect 
of such a body is identical to that of a particle of equal mass at the 
centre. Similarly, for a horizontal cylinder of infinite length the ex- 
ternal effect can be shown to be equivalent to a linear concentration of 
mass along its axis. The expressions for the gravity anomalies of the 
circular disc and horizontal half plate as quoted in Appendix I are only 
approximate in that the thickness of these bodies should be less than 
half their mean depths in order to keep the error to within a few per 
cent. However, providing that the thickness is only a fraction of the 
depth of burial, which is assumed in the derivation of the gravity effects, 
these expressions are exact. 

It thus seems logical that the Bott-Smith inequalities should have given 
the depth to the centre in the case of the sphere, cylinder and circular 
disc because as Bott and Smith point out in their paper “all these in- 
equalities are ‘best possible’ in the sense that the equality sign can 
actually be attained in cases where the body degenerates into a single 
particle in the plane z = -h.” However, we need to elaborate upon the 
horizontal half plate because the depth estimates were not satisfactory 
for our needs. 

The gravity anomaly for the horizontal semi-infinite half plate is 
given by 

g = iGpt ( + f tan-' +) 

and using this we get 
1 

= = 77’ 
&3x 

d 
-IT dx max (See Appendix III) 

Thus in order to get the depth to the centre of this body we should 

replace y by +in the expression for D4. 

We also note that - 
dgx 
;i;;- 

The minimum value which this can have occurs when 

x = 
z tan (+ - $L) 
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and to satisfy this condition, $ = 0.43. 

Using this we get g 
2 - 1.37 z 

% 
dx 

Thus when using the 2D formula, the nearest we will come to getting 
a depth estimate on the horizontal half plate is 1.37 times the depth to 
the centre and this occurs when x is 0.43 times the depth to the centre 
on the side of the anomaly which is “off” the half plate. 

It must be admitted that this model has limited use and a more versa- 
tile formula is the one derived in Appendix II for the buried step, with 
no limitations on the values of h and t. Similar comments regarding 
the Bott-Smith D2 formula will apply to this model and in order to get 
around this Bancroft (4) gave a formula for determining the depth to 
the top of such a buried step (equation CD) of Appendix III), and this 
formula works excellently on all types of such models from large intra- 
basement features to near surface features. Appendix III is given for 
the sake of completeness with apologies to Bancroft. 

When considering the horizontal slab with sloping interface (Appen- 
dix IV) it has been noted by Geldart et al (5) that providing the dip 
of the fault plane truncating the slab lies between 90” and 15”, which 
would include most practical cases, then we get only a small change in 
curve shape, and in particular only a small change in the maximum 
gradient value. Thus, perhaps the best quick estimate of the depth to 

FIG. 2. 
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the top of such a body will be given by using Bancroft’s formula and 
assuming the interface to be vertical, because g max will remain the same 
and U,, will only change slightly and so d,. (equation (Cl 1 will be only 
slightly different. 

The importance of equation (12) of Appendix IV is that it allows us 
to model most two dimensional fault problems fairly easily. Consider 
for example fig. 2. 

By calculating the gravity effect of the slab ABCD using angle pi and 
subtracting that due to ABE using p we get the effect of body AECD, and 
this would be plotted using 0, as origin. By obtaining the effect of 
slab FGCD using 0 again and subtracting the effect of FGC using p 
we get the effect of body FCD and this would be plotted using 0, as 
origin. By subtracting these two curves we would be left with the 
effect of body AECF which is a slab dipping at angle p and truncated 
with a fault dipping at 180” - e in the opposite direction. 

Now consider fig. 3. 

I 
I 01 

I/ plan* iI 
--------------------------,B 

FIG. 3 

Here we would calculate the gravity effect of slab ABCD using ti 
and plot this using 0, as origin. Then we would calculate the effect of 
the wedge ABE and subtract the effect of wedge DFC and then plot 
this curve using 0, as origin. By adding these two curves we would 
get the effect of slab AEFD. The gravity effect of such a wedge as 
AEB is readily obtained from Appendix IV by integrating in the x 
direction from zero to (z-h) cob instead of from (z-h) cob to in- 
finity. 

For any such model care must be taken to extend the model well 
outside the area of interest in order to eliminate slight edge effects 
which will otherwise occur. 
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A NOTE ON THE USE OF THE BOTT-BMITH RELATIONSHIPS TO 
BEPARATE OUT INTERFERING ANOMALIES 

If we have a good clean anomaly due to a body which can be approx- 
imated to a horizontal cylinder we have the following information avail- 
able to us in order to calculate the depth to the centre (z) : 

(a) Half-width at the position where the gravity value is 
half its maximum value, x = z 

(b) Maximum Gradient at this point x = 0.577 z 
(cl 02 Value at x = z this value equals z 
(d) 04 Value this equals z 

In the case of two such bodies occurring near and parallel to each 
other, their anomalies will interfere and all of these depth estimates 
will be invalidated. A method is now proposed whereby we can not 
only obtain a good estimate of the depth to the centre of these bodies, 
but whereby we can also separate out their respective anomalies. 

Figure 4 shows the synthesis of two anomalies coming from two 
cylinders of material of density contrast 0.2 gm.,/c.c., buried to a depth 
of 10,000 feet and of 1,000 feet radius. 

Considerable error will result in making the half-width measurement 
at the wrong place and we end up with wildly incorrect results. The 
suggestion is that by making several independent depth estimates, such 

as the half width, the D2 value at $ = 1 and the D4 value, all of which 

we know should be consistent, then, by a reiteration process, we should 
be able to reconstruct the original anomalies by obtaining a consistent 
set of depth estimates at the optimum position. 

By way of illustration consider Figures 4 and 5. We assume that we 
know from the geology of the area that we are dealing with Zdimen- 
sional bodies which can be approximated to cylinders. 

Suppose we were analyzing the theoretical field data curve of Figure 
4. This is reproduced again in Figure 5. By taking this data and 
using profile smoothing we might have placed the base line at 1.572 g.u. 
This would have resulted in the following measurements: 

g max. = 2.809 - 1.572 = 1.237 g.u. 
Y2 g max. = 0.619 g.“. 

x l/s = z = 6,470 ft. 
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FIG. 4. 

Maximum Gra&ent 
We know that at the point of maximum gradient, 

” = 0.577 

measurini x at this point we obtain x = 5,450 feet 

i.e. z = gg = 9,450 feet 
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FIG. 5 

These two values should agree exactly. The fact that they do not 
is suggestive of interference of adjacent anomalies. We know that the 
maxima of the anomalies will be least affected by adjacent ones, and in 
this example from 0 to 8,000 feet we are adding quantities from the 
interfering anomaly which lie on an approximate straight line. Thus 
the position of the point of maximum gradient will be only little affected 
in comparison with the half-width position. Thus we would expect 
the maximum gradient value to be the better of the two. Using this 
value, and knowing that we need to take the D2 measurement where 
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2 = 1, we use x = 9,450 feet. 
2% 

Then, ~2 = 6 = 0.265 x lo5 = 2,880 feet 
I2l 9.55 

Also D4 = 0.6495 fi max. = 0.6495 x 1.237 = 5,700 iect 
1.408 x 10-Q 

The inconsistency in these 4 values tells us that, if we are dealing 
with a 2-dimensional body which can be approximated to a cylinder, 
then there is something drastically wrong. 

The particularly low value for D2 is interesting. This implies that 
the value of g used is too low. This is also supported by the low value 
for D4, impying that g max. is too small. Thus, as previously men- 

tioned, 2 mar, 
I I 

will not change very much, so that the D4 expression 

can be used to obtain a rough estimate of g max. The first thing one 
would do here is to double g max. used above; i.e. to 2.476 g.u. There- 
fore we draw a new base line at 0.4% g.u. 

We also know that g used above in D2 can be increased about 5 times 
(assuming that the gradient is going to be decreased slightly); i.e. to 
0.265 x 5 = 2.525 g.u. This gives us a fix from the new base line and 
is marked with an X. 

Thus we would draw in the dotted line as shown and repeat all four 
measurements. Note now that the new half-width measurement would 
be made at 1.572 g.u. and 

x '12 = z = 10,100 feet 

The maximum gradient value will be approximately the same as 
before, and the new D2 and D4 values will be in fairly close agreement, 
simply by virtue of the reconstruction. 

A second reiteration could now be made to perfect the agreement 
between the four values, if considered necessary. 

CONCLUSION 

Making a simple half-width measurement on the original field data 
gives a hopelessly inadequate result. Using this technique, after only 
one iteration we have arrived at a good estimate for the depth of burial 
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and a fair separation of the component anomalies. If density informa- 
tion is available (e.g. a nearby density log), then the radius could be 
estimated using 

g mx. = 12.77p 32 
a 

i.e. R 
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APPENDIX I 

g:12.77& I 

z [ImY 

w25.54 y; .& 
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maxi occurs at X : ‘II’+ 0.577 
T Js 

p1 mox,= 8.293 &g 

Horizontal Half Plate 

g = 4.064pt F - ton -IX 
7 

max. occurs at 1! : 0 
t 

I&,,,, = 4.064 + 

p is the density contrast in gmjcc. 

R is the radius. 

Z is the depth of burial to the centre of the body. 

t is the thickness of the half plate. 

x is the horizontal distance from the centre of the anomaly. 
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max. occurs at 

Circular Disc Circular Disc 

g=2.032@1. = 2.032- 

22 pq+ 

max. occurs at max. occurs at x:2 ‘/2 

l$1mox. ,: 
= 1.745& 

. . 
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Here, n is the solid angle subtended by the surface of the disc. 
t is the thickness of the disc. 
s is the surface area of the disc. 

APPENDIX II 

DERIVATION OF A RIGOROUS EXPRESRION FOR THE GRAVITY 
ANOMALY OF A BURIED STEP 

9 IX’,001 

T 
h 

Consider a slab of material infinite in the y direction, of thickness 
t, with depth to the top equal to h, and density contrast with surrounding 
material equal to p. Consider further an elemental volume of this slab 
dxdydz at depth z and at distance x from the edge of the slab, and take 
the point P, at the surface to be at the origin of our coordinate system. 

The anomalous gravitational force at P, due to this elemental volume 
will be: 

AF: mAg=Gm$cose 
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;oy~eG is the gravitational constant, and M is the mass of the elemental 

When g is in gals, m is unity and we have: 

M’ PdXdydZ i case = 1 ; 12 = 22t x2ty2 ; 
r 

so llg = Gpz.dxdydz 

[x2+ y2 +,y 

To obtain the total anomalous gravity value at P due to the entire 
slab we integrate z between the limits h and h+t, y between the limits 
- m to + m,and x from 0 to + m. i.e. 

9 = GP JxYo r,e,r:ll: [%3,2 

‘Gp so-.Jz[ {x2+ ;+ h2)‘/2- {x2+ ~2: (h+')2)1'2 3 
dxdy 

For y the integral from - M to + m will be the same as twice that 
from 0 to + 02; i.e. 

‘“{Y + Jy2 + x2 + hr) - In{ y + Jy2 + 7.2 + (h+ t)2) dx 
16 

m 

-2Gpso [ I”m-Inmdx 1 
=GP [so- ln{$+ (h + t)zfdx - 

SO- 
In (6 + h2 I dx 
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Having integrated in the z and y directions, consider the point P, 
Lx’, 0, 0) instead of P, (0: 0, 0). We have to do this in order to end 

up with a general expresston for the gravity value at all values of x’. 
If we merely carry out the above integration we will end up with the 
value at P only. This now means that we will have to change the 
lower integration limit from 0 to 4. i.e. 

=Gp[~ln{x2t(h+t)~}- 2x + 2(h*t)orcton& 

-xln(x2+h2) + 2x - Zh.orctonL 
I” h mxN 

:G.p[ct + ~n~;++b;t)2) + 2(h+t)ton-‘& - 2h.‘o”-‘+] 

APPENDIX III 

Derivation of Bancroft’s Formula for determining the Depth to the 
Top of a Buried Step. 

Using the rigorous derivation for the anomalous gravity values asso- 
ciated with a buried step, and taking the origin as being directly over 
the vertical contact, we have the following: 

g = G,[Kt + xln{x:;h$)2)+ 21h+t)tan-&- 2h.t&] 
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When x = 0, g = Gprrt. 
Now g max. (the difference between the anomalous value at x = + CC 

and that at x = - CC ) will be double this. i.e. 

Ia m,,x. : 26 piIt1 ----------------(A) 

Differentiating the expression for g we get: 

dx- dg _ Gp[ln{x;;;;;P) + ‘{:~:~:,X’“2*h2’tZ:12h~~+(h+t)2}} 

2(h+ 112 
+ (h+1)2 + x2 - h? x2 2 I 

The maximum value of the gradient occurs when x = 0. i.e. 

l$lm,,,~ Gp~n{i!c.$.} : I2GP”(I,I),j .-(B) 

Now the expression for the gravity profile across a very thin horizontal 
half-plane whose thickness is L, and whose density contrast is Ap, and 
whose depth is z is given, at a horizontal distance x from its edge, as 

g = 2GApL ii f ton-‘& 
(7 J 

e.g. see Nettleton or Grant and West page 285. 
Using this: 

dg = 9 2GApL I 

ii 

The maximum value occurs when x = 0. i.e. 

I%.,. - Y 
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Ol- I - 2GAoL : 2iiGAeL Z I o max 

Bancroft says let us put 

The physical significance of this equation is that when the throw 
of the buried step is small compared with the depth of burial, then d 
will yield the depth to the centre of this slab. But usually the value 
is quite meaningless, however the right hand side of equation (C) is 
dimensionally correct. This enables us to use equations (A) and (B) 
to get an expression for h. viz: 

do 
= ~2”nd;h”,l+9 : ‘.i’ 

:. l”(l’$) ~ i 

:. 1’; - e 
‘ho 

.‘- lh :;;- I l___________ - __..____ -------v---_(D) 

The way in which this equation can be used with field data is the 
following: 

(a) g max. and U., are measured directly and p is either obtained from 
a density log or is estimated. 

(b) t is obtained from (A). 

(c) d, is obtained from (C). 

(h), h is then calculated from (D). 
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APPENDIX IV 

Derivation of the Gravity Anomaly of a Horizontal Slab with Sloping 
Interface. 

P io,o,o, PJx’,O,O) 

I- 
h 

c- ---- 

At the point P, (x’, 0, 0) the anomalous gravity value due to this slab 
of material of density contrast p is given by: 

gb? j-sj- _ Gpz dxdydz 
x y z [ (a -a’)2 + y2 + 2’1 w (1) 

Integrating this expression in the y direction from --m to + m is 
equivalent to twice the integral from 0 to + M. Consider the integral: 

J- dy 
0 ty2 + 02~3h 

Substituting y = a.tan 0, and dy = a.se@ @de we get 

If rr 

s 

2 o.sec%dB : I 2 
-izzci-T 

0 s 0 

Thus 

gh’) : 2Gp 
ss 

z dxdy 

x 2 h-x’)2 + 22 

. 

(2) 

(3) 
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The limits of integration for x will be from (z-h) cota to + m, and 
as the variable z is included in the lower limit we must perform this 
operation next. i.e. 

gW1 = ~GP[~‘+‘[ t~n-‘(~)]~~~,,,,,dz 

: ‘“/I~:+‘[~ - to”-‘(iz-hlyta-i’}]dz 

: 2GpJhY’[; - tan-1 cotcr-(hcot; + ;,)]dz (4) 

Let us consider 

Jhh+‘tqo - $1 dz where a = cota 
and b = h.cota + x’ 

We start by noting that 

$[ 2 m’-’ (a - p)] z tm-’ (” - p) + .* 

,.~~tm-‘(a-+)dz = z.tanm’ a-b - 
( f) 

Now 

s 

dr 

s 

2d2 
2 [ I + 02 - 2p + ,p,y : b2 - 2abr + (I + 02)z2 

This is of the form 

where A = ba 
B = -2ab 
C=l+a2 

(5) 
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And this is equal to 

l-[ ln(A + 62 + Cz2) -2;-B2 ktn-;;;;r; ] 

Upon substituting for A, B and C this becomes 

f’i:-y::;;d: &:&) - ,&, II”[“- 2ybr + (8 + $)$] 
+ 

+ 20 d[(k$2 - o]}]:*’ 

And upon substituting the values of a and b this is equal to 

(h+t)tan-‘((.cot;,- x’) + h ‘onJf 

- $@lh cotut x’)[ In{(x’- t cob)‘+ (h+ R2} - lnW2+h2) 

- 2 cot0c.W’ 
{ 

x’cotoc - h - I cose& 
I 

(7) 
h cob + x’ 

So referring back to (4) we get: 
gb.‘) : 2G,i1 a+ (h t 1)tan-’ x’ - 1 cota 

2 
- h tan-’ ’ 

h+t K 

t q[h cola + x’) (x’ - t cotocp t (h t tL2 
d2 + h2 1 

tan-’ x’cota - h - t cosec*,~ 
x’ + h cota 
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Alternative derivation of ~~h’vlon-‘( o - a) dz 

b b.di b.du 
Let u = a--so du = - and dz = - , and integrating by 

z 22 (a-u)2 

parts we get: 
b 

s 

O-Li 
btan-‘u.du = b 

a-t 
(a - 142 

The first term = h t t) tan-‘(a - &) - h tan-‘(i -, k) 

which upon substituting for a and b becomes 

- (h t 1) tm-’ x’- t cota + h ton-’ x’ 
htt ii 

b b) 
The second term becomes (letting u, = a- - and u2 = a - - 

h h+t 

u2 
-1 (+A J( Ita a-u 

“I 
I + II2 * ad” 

And substituting for u,, II,, a and b this equals 

- &t(h cotrr + x’) In (x’- t cot~r)~+ (hi 1)’ - 2 cotoc t&x’- t cota - tm’x’ 
2 c xf2t h2 ( htt 

(11) 
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Thus substituting (10) and (11) in (9) and then substituting this in (4) ; 

I 

-I 1 

g(x’)=2Gp !) tihttjton x;+:*” 
-’ f 

-h ton ii 

+~(hcota+x’) In lx’-t cot@.)2t(htt)* - 2 cot o( 2 t 
ton-‘xl-t cot 

x’*t h2 htt 

(12) 

Comparing equations (8) and (12) it will be noted that they are not 
identical. Both equations do however yield exactly the same results. 
Use of equation (12) is recommended as it is slightly simpler. Both 
equations have been derived for the sake of verification only. Equation 
(12) compares favourably with equation 10-4 quoted by Grant and West, 
without putting t = 1. 

Note also that when a = 90 degrees, these equations reduce to the 
equation given in appendix II. 


